The paper deals with the design and properties of Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) for path control of redundant parallel robots. Redundant parallel classification means redundant number of actuators, i.e. more actuators than degrees of freedom of the robot. Control of such structures suffers from several new control problems like potential inconsistency of steady state positions or non-uniqueness of control actions. The paper explains classical direct derivation of GPC and its modification based on square root two-step design of control actions for solving the control problems. As an example for verification of algorithms, a prototype of a planar redundant parallel robot is used. Both design approaches are compared and several possibilities of extensions are presented for taking into consideration additional requirements like smooth course of actuators or fulfillment of the anti-backlash condition.
INTRODUCTION
With continuous demand for new powerful equipments for industrial production, the majority of automation of all technological processes is being developed and improved. However, the next development in industrial area is constrained by deficit of powerful machines like robot manipulators with proportional dynamics and stiffness. Their constructions should provide the achieving of higher accuracy with keeping of their dexterity.
In order to satisfy the requirements on increased dynamics and stiffness of robot manipulators there are currently developed so called parallel robots or parallel kinematics. They have promising mechanical properties, however they bring new control problems to be solved for their successful application.
The parallel structures in robotics [1, 2] (Fig.1 ) can be simply understood as a movable truss constructions or as robots with movable platform (tool or workpiece gripper) supported by more links. Their advantages are given by the fact that mass is decreased by fixing almost all drives to the robot frame, and by the fact that the overall stiffness is increased as known from trusses, both improving the ratio between movable mass and stiffness. On the other hand, the workspace of such structures is generally smaller and moreover it can contain singular positions (singularities) where the structure acquires additional degrees of freedom for example by intersection of some links. In order to profit from advantages of parallel structures, their disadvantages have to be eliminated. One possible solution may be the redundancy of actuators, i.e. providing more actuators than degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the parallel robot. The platform of the robot is then supported by more links than necessary (Fig. 2) . Its idea can be simply formulated [13] as follows: if a certain group of links is in a position that leads to a singularity, then another group of links can be used among many available combinations that is not in a singular position. Examples of planar redundant structures are shown in Fig. 3 , spatial ones are given in [13] . [13] parallel robot, /R-rotational, P-prismatic pair/).
Fig. 3. Examples of redundant parallel structures; (4 PRR [14], 3 RR&R [11] and 4 RRR
The redundant parallel structures reduce the problems of parallel kinematics and moreover improve the stiffness, dynamics and accuracy of robot manipulators. However, there have arisen new problems regarding their control. The first fundamental problem is the potential inconsistency of steady state positions, more precisely the inconsistency between the model used for the control and the real structure. It appears especially in case of presence of integrating components in the controller and may lead to actuator mutual fighting. The second fundamental problem is the non-uniqueness of control actions, i.e. unique redundant robot motion corresponds to many actuator behaviors. Even more, the traditional literature (e.g. [15] ) about robot control does not deal with control of parallel robots or even with redundant parallel robots. There appears only initial approaches to this topic (e.g. [11] ).
The aim of this paper is to investigate the control approach by Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) [3, 4] as an example of high-level model-based control adjusted for redundant parallel robots. This approach decreases the first fundamental problem, because the presence of robot model in GPC controller without integrating components enables to achieve comparable accuracy as by traditional control with integrating components. This approach also offers the solution of the second fundamental problem by systematic design of an efficient unique solution among infinite many, e.g. for fulfilling additional requirements (anti-backlash or smoothing) on the control [5, 6] . Section 2 of the paper focuses on model description of a redundant parallel structure, then it continues with description of GPC technique both classical in section 3 and square root two-step in section 4 modified for redundant structures. The paper is concluded by an example in section 5 and final remarks in section 6.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ROBOT MODEL
The robot (e.g. Fig. 1 or Fig. 3 ) is a multibody system, which can be described in general by Lagrange's equations of mixed type [10] . These equations lead to a DAE system (the Differential-Algebraic Equations) in the following form:
where M (m × m) is a mass matrix, s (m×1) is a vector of physical coordinates (their number m being higher than the number of degrees of freedom n /DOF/), Φ s ((m-n)×m) is an overall Jacobian of the system, λ ((m-n)×1) are Lagrange multipliers, g (m×1) is a vector of right sides, T (m×r) is an unitary matrix adjusting the dimension of inputs u (r×1) (torques), and f(s(t)) = 0 ((m-n)×1) represents geometrical constraints. Since the system is redundantly actuated, we have r > n. q Therefore, the system (1) must be transformed to independent coordinates [10] . This transformation reduces the number of differential equations and mainly it removes redundant Lagrange multipliers, corresponding to reaction forces and structural relations. Thus, we look for such a solution, which annuls element Φ T λ and reduces physical coordinates (dependent and independent coordinates) to independent ones. The solution is based on the null space of the Jacobian Φ s , described by matrix R fulfilling
The matrix R arises from the computation of the physical coordinates from independent ones ) (x s s =
and differentiation with respect to time yielding
It appears also in the second derivatives
If we now insert equation (5) in equation (1) and perform its multiplication by the transposed Jacobian matrix R T , the equations of motion expressed in independent coordinates are ordinary differential equations of the second order (ODE)
System (6) is suitable not only for simulation of the dynamic behavior but also for control design.
As there are more control actions u (r×1) than DOFs, which are equal to the dimension of x (n×1), it is possible to introduce the force equivalent h (n×1) of control actions on each independent coordinate x in such way that
that is not uniquely solvable for u as u (r×1), h (n×1) and r > n.
System (6) can be rewritten to the state-space formulation using state vector
It is generally a nonlinear state space description of the given system with output described by constant matrix C (n×2n).
GENERALIZED PREDICTIVE CONTROL (GPC)
The principal task of control of robots is to accomplish their movement along a planned trajectory (technological requirements). For general control approaches (PID controllers), this is sometimes difficult. Therefore, new approaches like model-based control are being developed. They use the knowledge of the mathematical model (1) or (8) and globally optimize the whole process to design suitable control actions. One such global approach is multi-step Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) [3, 4, 5] based on local optimization of a quadratic criterion
where y represents outputs, u represents inputs, Q y and Q u are output and input penalizations, k is a topical time step and N represents an horizon in which the criterion is considered.
The approach combines feed-back and feed-forward control. For evaluation of the criterion, the linearized state-space robot model is used. While optimizing the quadratic criterion, the model (8) must be linearized [7] and transformed to its discrete form. The discretization provides sufficient computational time for the design.
For lucidity, this chapter will be divided into four main parts, which follow the typical sequence of derivation and full design of Predictive Control:
-Linearization of continuous nonlinear model -Discretization of linearized state model -Classical design of control law -Derivation of control law in root form
Linearization of Continuous Nonlinear Model
Let us proceed from system (8) and let us decompose it into the form
corresponding to the typical linear form
. For this it is necessary to perform the decomposition of the nonlinear function ) (X f into the form
which is not unique. However, several possible solutions are based on the expansion around the equilibrium states (working points) X r fulfilling
The expansion is based on the following identity: Let us have X = [x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] T , and
. Let us choose the order of the state variables as x 3 , x 1 , x 2 . Then the decomposition around the equilibrium point X = [x r1 , x r2 , x r3 ] T is
Identity (12) can be easily proved for X≠X r by elementary simplification and is also fulfilled for X→X r using l'Hospital rule as proved in [7] .
Discretization of Linearized State Model
To design Predictive Control, we need to provide discretization of the state model, which will be used in real-time algorithms. To explain it, let us start from the decomposed state model (11) and let us assume that the state matrixes A (=A(X(t)) B (=B(X(t)) are constant within the considered interval of discretization 〈t, t+δ〉 where δ is the sampling period. Assuming the matrices A and B to be constant yields
Discretization arises from solution of such first-order linear differential equations. As a solution of system (15), we search for the result in the following form:
In order to obtain (16), we must perform two steps, firstly finding the homogenous solution and secondly, the relaxed solution:
1. Homogenous solution by formal integration:
Relaxed solution (method of constant variation):
If we substitute the homogenous solution (17) for initial system (15) 
and if we mark where we consider the inputs as step functions
The exact definition of discrete state formulation (23) can be formally modified to form (25)
where matrixes A D and B D , with meaning arising from (23), can be simplified by Taylor series (series of function e X ), which respects requirement of finite computational time:
and with substitution ) (
Computation can be suitably stopped after p th member in the series, when norm of the rest of series || rest (Oh p+1 ) || is smaller than a chosen computational accuracy ε.
Classical Design of Control Law
After linearization and discretization we have obtained a discrete version of the state formula which is completed by an output relation:
where state X is a composed vector T ] , [ x x & and x has the same meaning as in differential equations (6), i.e. C is a unitary rectangular matrix.
The idea of Predictive Control, based on optimization of a quadratic criterion, is to predict new unknown output values x(k+i), i > 0, from the real topical state X(k) and their use in the mentioned criterion. Prediction equations are 
Thus the prediction of x for future time steps is given by the estimation
where
By this prescript for the prediction of future values of outputs, we can perform optimization of the quadratic criterion.
Let us assume the quadratic criterion (10) to be in a form suitable for tracking a desired trajectory, i.e.
where ε is an estimation operator for the mean value, x ) is a vector composed of predictions for the outputs x (k+i)| i = 1, 2,···,N with ( Q x = 1), N marks a horizon of prediction and w is a vector of desired values corresponding to vector x ) , λ is an input penalization (≅ Q u ) and u is a vector of future inputs to the robot for given time instants within the horizon N.
Assuming that the robot model is well known (deterministic system, variance σ x = 0), we can omit the mean value operator ε . Then the criterion can be reformulated as ( )
Searching for a local minimum, i.e. ! min = k J ; equals the condition that the derivative with respect to u is equal to zero. Thus the optimal control action is given as
or in expanded form: This control law is ready to be used. However, we should note, that only the first element u(k) from vector u is applied as control action for time instance k δ .
If the penalization λ is larger than zero, the matrix to be inverted will be always regular. In case of constraints on the control actions we can use quadratic programming (QP algorithm) for solving the optimality problem.
Derivation of a Control Law in Square Root Form
In the previous section the problem of non-uniqueness of the solution of equation (7) is solved by the selection of a non-zero penalization λ in the quadratic performance index (34). This section deals with the derivation of a control law that enables to choose the non-unique control u by fulfilling additional conditions. Furthermore, the advantages of the root form of the quadratic criterion (33) are used in this section. They are marked out by compact notation and good preparation for operations with huge matrices.
Let us start from the model in the form (6) with the substitution of (7). To this description there is applied the procedures of linearization (section 3.1), discretization (section 3.2) and composition of expressions for prediction of future outputs (section 3.3) . Finally an equation equivalent to (30) is obtained. However, during this derivation and also in the next equations of this section the symbol u is used instead of h for convenience of preservation of traditional control notation.
where the product λ T λ in (38) formally substitutes parameter λ for input penalization.
Thus, let us consider the parameter λ to express the square root of penalization not really changing its meaning.
Now we can work only with a vector criterion which arises as square root from (38)
J is a column vector with its Euclidean norm being the cost value of the root of the scalar criterion (38).
Firstly, the expression for prediction is substituted in the root (39) and it is adjusted to a form, where control actions u are in a separate term:
Consecutively we look for such a u, which minimizes the Euclidean norm. This is fulfilled, if J is a zero vector, i.e. 
Vector c z is a residuum vector, whose Euclidean norm |c z | is equal to the square root value of the criterion, i.e
For the solution, we need only the upper part of the system (43), which can be simply solved for the unknown vector of control actions u:
Since the matrix R 1 is upper triangular, we can find its inversion directly by back-run procedure.
By computation we obtain only a fictitious general force effect u=h, because only the first subvector (k th step) u(k) = h(k) is used. In order to obtain the real actuator control u equation (7) must be solved based on h for u. As the solution of this equation is not unique the pseudoinverse operation [8] is applied. Inside this operation the solution with additional conditions can be found.
An example of such additional condition is the anti-backlash control. It consists of the condition that the control actions u have the same sign during the whole motion, i.e. there is no transition across the zero line.
A graphical representation of Predictive Control is shown in Fig. 5 . The scheme generally represents both approaches, the classical (section 3.3) and the square root approach (section 3.4), where the final computation of the control actions in the drives is done by decomposition of u within the block "DEMUX".
In both cases, the penalization λ controls magnitude of the redistributed loss on considered horizon of the prediction N. In the case of choice of penalization λ = 0, the system of equations (36) or (41) fragments to the one-step predictions assuming that desired values will be fulfilled just in one time step. In the real case, with changes of desired values, this assumption cannot be met. The loss, arising from model inaccuracies or from interactions with environment, is added to the new requirement on the movement of the system. Then, the new action is again designed on the assumption that the whole requirement will be performed during one time step. The different choice of penalization λ (mostly in a range 0 ÷ 1) together with length of horizon N enables homogenous generation of control actions so that the available drives were not fitfully exerted. However, smooth changes of torques are achieved at cost of certain loss (error), theoretically equal to the value of the criterion.
EXAMPLES
This section shows different behavior of actuators for different control requirements, applied to planar redundant parallel robot for one selected trajectory (Fig. 6 ) described by kinematical quantities in Fig. 7 . Fig. 6 . Scheme of the robot and example of the trajectory (shape "S").
The robot in Fig. 6 consists of a basic frame, four parallel groups of arms and a movable platform. The arms connect the movable platform with the basic frame. The whole construction enables movement of the platform in two directions (axes x and y) and its rotation, marked by angle ψ about the axis perpendicular to the basic frame.
From a mechanics point of view, this parallel structure has one drive and appropriate pair of arms being redundant (four inputs but three degrees of freedom only). The role of the redundancy is not strictly given. During robot movement, some configuration can lead to a singularity and the redundant elements may help to overcome this undesirable position. The dotted lines represent accomplishment of anti-backlash condition. In this situation, the drives are continuously stretched and they generate actions only in one direction, i.e. they are either positive or negative. In spite of the higher input energy, besides solving backlash problem, the application of such actuators leads to higher stiffness. These actuators are designed according to solution of equations (36) or (7), where we search for solution of deficient rank system like minimal solution plus free variation arisen from redundancy or we apply quadratic programming to equation (36). [s]
[s] Figure 9 shows the solution of a different problem -removing of rapid turns of actuators. The solution uses the parameters of Predictive Control -penalization λ and horizon N. The higher value of penalization and horizon gives smoother actuator trends. Smoothing is useful for motion from point to point, where a final accurate position is required. During the motion, it leads to increase of error from the desired trajectory. 
CONCLUSIONS
The redundant parallel structures represent promising solutions of industrial robots or machine tool applications. Their control is not a simple and fully investigated problem. The paper describes advanced high-level model-based design of General Predictive Control, which solves drive cooperation (removes possible drive fighting) in redundant parallel structures and which is able to match additional control requirements like anti-backlash condition for unique solution.
Two versions of GPC control (classical and square root) have been developed that produce the same values of actuator control, however the square root version is computationally more efficient and thus more suitable for real time application. These results have been successfully tested on a real laboratory model with the structure shown in Fig. 6 . 
